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'The order of the stress singularity at its vertex of 
a wedge of two bonded elastic me·a1a u11der -longitudinal shear g, . 
is solved by ·use of the Williams methodo The simila pro-
., 
blem of an elastic wedge bonded to~ rigid foundation 
·also solved using the same meth9d. Next, _the problem a 
I/ 
cylindrical elastic media whose boundary 1~ a polygon bonded 
. .. 
to a rigid foundation and subjected to various types of 
,, 
longitudinal shear loads on its boundary 1~ considered. A 
-~ 
~umber of examples are worked out aoq expressions for con-· 
.,,--- / . 
ta·ct. stresses along the bonds are given ... 
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~~ Io Introduction > .') 
·r,/·, .• 
. ~ . 
. ' ·"'" 
·-·~ 
In the f.ield of fracture mechanics considerable atten-
. tion has recently been given to the evaluation of stress 
0 singularities in elastic materials ( for survey and ref a . 
L...........___,.-:0,., 
see, Irwin Cl], Barenblatt [2] and Sneddon [3])a Most of 
.J 
. /the work in this field deals with the determination of the / 
. ' 
' 
, ' / stres5 l;ltate in the vicinity of _cracks in hOmogeneo\IS media, 




~n -bonded dissimilar planes containing semi-infinite crackso 
· ·T-he solution of the general problem of two bonded semi-
~ 
. infinite dissimilar planeB containing a series of cracks 
along the band has been solved by Erdogan [6 1 7]0 
aarenblatt and Cherepanov [8] hav~onsidered the 
infinite homogeneous plane containing cracks of various· 
geometries and subjected to longitudinal shearo Erdogan· . 
[9] has recently solved the ~of-two semi-infinite 
elastic media bonded along y=O p~ane, containing cracks or 
symmetri_c cavities with surfaces pal'·allel to the z-axis 
" .. , 
. 
and subjected .t_o longitudinal shear forces or tracti.ons 
in various ways G In the first part./ of this thesis we study 
. 6 \ ' 
the ~orm of the stress singularity at the crack-tip in the 
•• 
problem solved_by Erdogan [9]o In particular, we solve the 
I 
I . problem of the stress singularity at its vertex.of a. 
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- . \r ' ._.,. 
elastic media under longitu\dinal shear _tlsing a technique 
·· similar to that developed by Will-iams [4] o This solution 
is then checked against [9] ,,-
Next we consider the problem of a 3-dimensional 
. r· 
I 
cylindrical elastic media whose boundary is a polygon 
bonded to a rigid foundation and ~ubjected to various 
I 
types of longitudinal shear loads on its boundarye For 
example, consider a block of aluminum bondetl to a founda-
'\ion ·made of steelo The elastic shear moduI s of alumi-
num is much smaller than that of steel; ther fore, th·e 
deformations. in the steel foundation are negligible com-
. J 
pared to the deformations in the aluminum block so that 




c o ns 1 de red rigido This problem can also be applied to 
three-dimensional cylindrical polycrystalline materials 
IJ1 
I 
with different properties containing cavities or cracks 
along the crys.tal boundaries and subjected to vari6us 
types of 10ngi tudinal ~hear· ·loads o · J 
_ .. _ 
. ' 
'' 
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2. Elastic Wedge 
.. 
~-
· Consider an infinite elastic wedge with its gener~tors 
p-arallel to the z-directlon (Fig. 1) and external loads 
and displacements parallel to the z-~xis and independent 
of the z-coordinateo Following [8], for. the displacements -
. I 
a·nd stresses we have 
--
------ ~ 









- a .. 




o, ~ aw aw T µ-, t - u---"' ... y Z:: xz .. ay ax 
; 
....... 
· • whereµ is the shear modulus. Substituting (1) into the 
equili~rium equatjons yields . 
(2) 
From [4] we see that around the·wedge tip w may be 
/-
written in·polar coordinates as the product solution or a 
function of r and e (0<8<m~). 
w = rA F ( e) 
·r·rt· polar coordinates (2) becomes 
' 
+ r !! + a2w = o 
ar ae 2 







. : ·; (3:-J-. ,, . 
. . ' 
., . ·.·.fl 
-~ -·· 
. ~ . '. . 
t·.,. 
.• . •,. 
(4) J· 
·; ; ·. 
, 
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• ,I •I•, 
· Substit 
1
ting- (·3) into (4) yields, 
\ 
where the .primes represent ·differentiation with respect 






F(.e) = A 
n 
-· cos A e +· :B sin A e n , n n (6·.) 
. ·, 
where A and B _. are constants determined from the boun-n n ,. 








In· polar .coordinates t and t are replaced by -r ez and 
-- yz xz 







-~- µ aw 
T - - -ez (:9): 





·Diff.e~entiating (7) with', respect to e and r and substitut~ng 





= lJ A rAn- 1 (A cos A- a·+ B sin A 8) · n n . n n . n.. . 
•. 
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Case I - Clamped-Free Wedge 
' 
Consider the case where· the edge, e = mir, is stress 
•' 
free and the edge, e = 0 1 is clamped. Substituting e = O 
in ( 7) · and e 
yie~ 
,~, ~ 




t.a (m ir )· ·- 0 - -µ A- · ln-1 (-A s in A r •,,' ' n n 
w:(:O:) ·- 0 - A rAn ·
-- n, 
From (12·) 9-nd (13) ~have 
A ·-~ O : ._1 
, ·- n .. .. __ 
. 









t ... _ 
.. 
n = 1 1 2, 3, 
.. 6'. - . 
,I 




ffi1T + B c··,o·s n n. 
.. 
"i, 
.'! ..... ; .• : 








. ( ... l:3.-): 
.. ;··. 
. . . 
··, .. 
.. (.1·4) 

















,. / \ 
\ 
.. 
.. ... '., 
· Near the wedg.e tip I that is for small values of r the 
displacement and stresses may· be· expressed as· 
\ 
.( 








- crro, r ~m (B1 ·y 
···8: z cos Jm' + O(r 2m ) ;,;-" )r· : 
' . I,.,. .• 
,••, 
l-2m v 3-·2m ' . . . 
(~) 2m . (_B 1 sin e . + ... O(r 2m ) - r 2m> T rz 
• 
·From· the last equat·x,n .. the order of the stress singula-
l-2m 
rity at the wedge tip is given by r 2m. 'Define 
:Equation 
1 m < ',. 
l-2m 
-2m 








l 1 :\ * < 0. m = :\* -
~· ~· ' 
0 
The results sh·p-~-~ that for the clamped-free case there are 
./ , 1 
stress singularities at the wedge -tip only for m > ~·· 
• e 
(J ,· 
Case·rr 1 Free-Free 
I 
- .. 
. ,, ..... 
Consider the case, where the edges, e = mn and e = O .-~. 
I 
I 
are .stress free o Subs ti.tu ting e = ~o and e_· = mir in t·11) 
~ 
. I ( , 
..... ._, ' 
I 
-'· 
' - 7 -
:/ 
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,\ .. , ·. \. 
' 
·and sett1ng the resulting exp~ess1ons equ~~ to zero yie~~~ 
·" 
(19) 
· ·o = ii· A rAn-1 (-A sin·~ m1r + B· cos A m.ir) n n n n n 
.. 
(:20) 
' If we· take the determinant of ·the coefficients· of A and 
.n V 









,, · which implies 
(20) and set them equal 
0 -
-
J. '\ . ....... 
m n A =. n n n · = · 1., 2 , 3 ~ • , o n "··-.-
1 




to zero we 
·,i r 
. ,. .. 
Again, for small values of r the stresses become 
~~ 1-m 2-m 
T = · (J!.) r m (-A1 ·sin !) +,. O(r m ) 
ez m m_ 
- • · 1-m 2-m 







.. Equation ( 24) shows that there are no singularities -at t'h·e 
vertex except form> lo 
( ~ : ; . 
-~. 
·/· 




, . .... r 
· .•. , 
- . 










. '...,t .\. ·-
.·,/ ·;:\ .,. .d\ 
J 
., 
., : ' ' . 
-Caae I-II·~ Clamped. -
' -~ ,·· 
' 
· If the edges e = m and e =Oare clamped, equation 
(7) 
... 




0) .. .. 0 = + I, n 
0 = r>.n ( A0 cos >.0 ffi'lf + B0 sin >.0 ffi'lf) 
/ 
-





.. \ \ 
It then foll.ows that 
' 
1-m 2-m 
./ µ m !) m / 
, T8Z - r (B1 cos + O(r ) 
-m. m , 
1-m 2-m 















/'.- I·t is obvio~s that equations ( 22) and ( 23) from case II 
. . ~ . follow and that the results for the order of stress ~1n-




























.. l .. 
. . 
'·-·~ 
~:-3 o ·we·dge· ·o·r Tw~·-",B·ondeq. Elastic, M~dia 
Consider an infinite ~edge of ·two bonded elastic 
\. med~a· with 1 ts generators parallel to the z·-a1rection 
(Figo 2)" and external loads and displacements parallel 
to the z-axis, and independent of the· z-coordinateo 
··~· 
·, Now let two elastic~ media wit-a-tJhear 11i-odul1 · ia 1 and ., 
. 
. µ 2 occupy the lower and upper .portions of the wedge s-
. + 
. . and S • respectively (Fig, 2) 0 Let the. two media ~e ~· 
bonded along, the strip Lon the real axis Xo w1 and w2 
will have. to satisfy (1) in s- and s+ and fo:llowing. [9] 
• the boundary conditions may be written as 
wi(t) - w1(t) = h(t) on L 
~ 
T~yz(t) = Tiyz(t) on L 
, 
where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to lower and upper 
.. parts of t~e wedge, tis the coordinate along_·the real 
-
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\. / i '\ 
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. -~--: .· .·, 
,,· 
\ ,, 
' . ·\: 
·1 ' Substitu.ting C-30) and (31·) i~to ( 4) yields two dif feren-
'· . 
·.tial equations iri F1 (e) and F2 (e) identical to (5) whose 
solutions are io.entical to (6); therefor.e1 we have 
.. 
Fi(&)= A cos A 8 + B sin A 8 
n n n n 
{ 3 2·).' 
F 2 ( ~.) = C c OS A 8 + D s 1 n 1-c ~ n n n ·p, 
In polar coordinates we replace t11 z and T2yz by t1ez and 
' ' 
t2ezo ~quation (29) becomes 
/ 
11· 
··From ( 8) and ( 9) we have 
..,,. 
~ awj j ' l, 2 T,j· 8 Z - -·-r .. ~ a,e · 
T - µj 
awJ 
j - 1, 2 jrz ar ,. . -- ~ 
" 
Subs:ti tu ting , ( 30) 
-
(33) into (35) yields: 
•. ,. 
,, 
. ,.:· Tl8 = lti r>.-l A (-A ··sin Ae + B · cos if) 





, .t 2- _e·z - = · lJ.2 rA-l X (-C. _ sin· A e + D, c:os ·i~.i:e) n n . n n n 
r -
.If we substitute (37) and (38) into (34), we ha.ve 
1J 1 
D = - B n 1J2 n 

















































~ ·' : 
•(r. 
I,) 1f~ ,, • • 
.• . .l, \ 
. '~ Case I - Mixed Bouridary Conditions· _1·. 
-. 
<" . •. i . 
I ,•hi! I 
I. , 
i • ,~~i,.,· Consider the case.for which the _dislocation alorlg the 
line L ·1s · zer.o and the 
have 
h·( t) - ·o 
T28Z(m,r) = "[ i 8 (-k ff) . = 
. z .. 












·rrom-. ( 2 8 ) ,. o = A + o - G :.( 4: l:.) ;. 
n n 
from (37),(0 = A sin kwA + B cos kwA + 0 n n n · n 
from (38), 0 = 0 + B !!.!_ cos M'ffA - C sin m~ n lJ2 n n · n (·43:) 
,r 
In order for A I B, and C 
. n n n 
not all to be· identically 
. 
. zero, the determinant . of their coefficients ·must be zero 
{) 
which yields 
cos. k,r.A sin mirA + !!. sin kw A cos mwA = 0 n n: l,1 2 n n :(4=4_··,: 
" Equation· ( 4·4) is then the eigen-equation from which A must 
n • 
,, 




ll 1 . 
















































' ' .- __ ,.j 
, A. 






( 4 ')' 
. 7 , 




. Substituting (4~) • (47), and (.48) into .(45) reduces (45) ~o 
. / . 
tan· sx· = - a tan xi (.49) .. 
. 
Naxt, we choose eleven values of a and SQ. We ~fi~n 
\ . . ' . 
c·onstruct an eleven by el.even matrix with e~ch member of 
the matrix representing the first value of x such that 
.. 
.o < x < ,r which satisfies equation (49) for the corres-
. ... 
·ponding value of a and.·B,. The results are shown in ·table 
I and the graph_in Figa llo Once xis known, the smallest 
~ 
value,of A\ between O and l is determined from e~uation (47) -
·•-
as a function of k. Equation (48) is then used to cal-




Consider the case where the dislocation along the 
.. 
, bond line is ze.ro anq -~he di.splacements on the . edges are 
also zeroo Applying the boundary conditions yields 
·from·{ 28) · 
. J 0 = A .. - C n n (5:Q.). 
from ( 30~) , 0 - A cos k,r ~ B sin k,r ! ,' .; 
-
.n n· n n 
~ (51) 
., 
~-1 "- . I \ - . 
·rrom (31), 0 - '-- B sin M11'A +·C COS M,rA 
n n· n . ·n 
































..... -----. .. _. _____ ... ____ ,,..._,, ______ ., .. _,~•~•,,Ao>:• 
. ' : .. ·,': . ·- , ., 
r 
•• 
If we take the determinant Of the coefficients or·~, 
e ' Bn,~ an-den in (50), (51) and ·(52) and set it equal to._ 
. ze·ro, we have · 
~ eds k1rl.n sin m1rl.n + sin k1r>. 0 ~os m1ri 0 = O 
~2 0 
·Equation (5 .. 3) reduces to 
.. 
lJ 1 
- tan m1rA · 
n -- - tan ·kw" · n 
'I. 
Substituting (46), (47) and (48) into (54) yields 






As in case· I we form an e.leven by eleven matrix and 
calculate the first value of x between O and n from equation 
( 49) for given:~alues of a and So 
,- ~/·/ '~: I . - ' . I , . 
in Table II)~na:: t~e graph in Fig, 18. · 
The results are shown 
I 
' ' 
·"· Case III 
D 
, I 
Consider the cas'e for- which the ed~es are stress free 
. . 
and the derivative of the dislocation is zero along the 
., 
bond lineo 
4 Differentiating (28) wi t·h respect to t ·yields 
. 
- . -


























































I 1 ; 
. l 
1., 















... __ --. ............ _. ___ ·-··--· .. 
··'· 
_ ..... 
/ ' ·, 
\ 
. ~ \ -. "l \ 
. \. 
· In polar coordinates the t axis is equal .t.o ~ an·d from ( 36 J 
. ., 
we see that (56) 'becomes 
-
= ht ( t) 
Applying the boundary conditions 








/ from (37), An sin k,r).n + Bn cos 












. ,, . :(··$;9· ): 
If we take the determinant of the coefficients of the 
cons_tants in equations (58) to (60) and.set it equal to 
~ . 
zero, we have the followin~ eigen-equati9n for lo 
n 
µ l 
sin k1r). mir A lJ2 knAn sin. mir').-n 0: cos + cos -_, 
-n n l-1_2 lJ 1 
~f ... ,: 
·' Equation .. (6:.1.~) reduces to ... . 
. ·' 
' .. (:. !!.) 2 








Ifie s~bstituteTequatiQ~s (46): - (48) into (62), we have 
. . . 
r ' - a
























































: ·· .. /· 
I ..:-: 
I 1. f ;,. 
Aga;n, as in case I and II we form an eleven ~Y 
~ 
eleven matrix and -determine the first ·vaiue qf x _between \ 
• 0- and ,r satisfying equation {63) for the given value~ of 
a and 5; The results are ~hewn 1n Table III and the 
- . .._. --.. -
.; I 
The.re are several interestin~omparisons to be made 
.. 
• '/ca 
._.b:etween the .eigen-eq4,ations for the .bi-material wedge and ) 
t 
. 
. ___ /"' 
--------the wedge of constant shear modulus; · for example• if k 
.. or m equals ze.ro, the b1-material wedge becomes a wedge of ~ 
. 
. \ constant she~r modulus and equations (44), (53) and (61) 
reduce to (21) ·and (27) which is as we would expecto . 
• 
If the bi-materia~l wedge is symmetric, 1.e o k=rn, 






If we ~ecall the trigonometric identity, sin 2x=2 sin x cos x-
equation (64) becomes ' 
' 
.. 
sin 2kir :\n = 0 




. which implies· 
·'--- .. 
·x_. -~ 
.. "'"· . 
:~: 
- n = ·1-··1 21 - I e G ( 66) -
.._ 
_____ .... __ 
,. l 




























. . - . ,. . I 
For the smallest· value 0f A. be.tween O and l we have 
n 
. ·1 Ar·•-_-





,ii. Equation ( 66) is · the same as equati9n c·22) _ where the 
. .,, 
wedge angle 2nk in ( 66) · is equal_· to the wed-ge angle m1r 
in (22), 
1 equals ~2 , equatibns (44), (53) and (61) reduce 
· n kn). cos m1r~ + ·cos k1rA sin .ffiffA = 0 
n n n. n 
If we recall the trigonometric ·ident·1t_y 
I' 
i~ .. ~ 
. ' 
sin (x+y) = sin x cos y + sin y cos x, 
equation (68) becomes 









n = 1, 2, 
.0 0 0 
..... 
(70) 
/ Again, for the smalle~t value of ;t between zero and, one 
we- have 
. 


























• t, . 
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\ .,. I 
.. 
Equation (70) is th~ 
. -~ 
same 
wedge a·ng le-.: ( k+m) 1r 1 n ( 70) 
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/ 
., ••. , r ~ ~ r. 
' I 
.•. ·o.· . :,·, 
4. 
. ., 
Th~ Problem of Bonded Planes with a Diamond-
· Shaped Cav.ity 
Consider infinitely long two-bonded ~em1-1nf1nite · 
cylindrical elast~c media (Figure 3) with their genera~ 
,, 
- * I \ 
·tors parallel to the a dire.ctiono Let the .uniform shear 
l ·-· 
load q· (per unit thickness) and displacements be parallel 
. 
to tJl.e a-axis and independent of the· a coordinate o Let 
-
the two media be bonded along the strip r on the real 
" 
axis ro ·L~t y represent the cavity with square profileo 
. ) . 
.' Let the two media with. the e,lastic shear moduli lJ 1 ancf-~2 
J ( 
- + occupy the lower and upper-half planes E and r ,respec-
tivelyo Let the sides of the square be of length a.· 
.. 
. , 
Assume·_an analytfc r·unction 11 = w(r;;) is ·found which 
conformally maps the r plane onto the S ~plane _(Figure 4) 
+ - + - . + in such a way that r , r , y, y, rare mapped onto S, 
• .
s- ~ L' + 1 L' - , L ,,.an,Q. w ( r;) -+ z; as r; + 00 o The displace men ts 
w 1 and w2 , which are harmonic -runctions in n = r+is plane, 
will remain harmonic in~= x+iy plane and the function 
w(t) will have a branch cut al.ong L'e If we now consider 
,, 
. the "equivalent longitudinal shear" problem {n· the z;-I?lane 





T - T . - q 
. 
1 



































I"• : '•' .. •' ·• •' 'i'•"°"'"')llll> 
., 
.J 
', /' ~ 
.




\ ,e . 


















- . ' . . ) 
d ... 
.,. 







):n Fig~re 4 let .the bo.nded rile di a contain a central 
. ' 
. crack. (-b, b), the stress state at- infinity q and -the 
' . . . . 
. \ dislocation on L h(t) be zero and the shear stress 0 on . 1 
the cr~ck surface be1 g(t) = Oo The solution for the 
...: 
·~ 
contact s tre_s_s.es along L for this prob le-m is given by 
E~dogan [ 9 J as-
=~-~ ·f9, t. _.,/ . · .. ( t > :b/) 
/€2-62 






• where tiyz(t) is ~he equivalent shear obtained fr6m (72), 
The problem now is t.o find a map·ping .function which con- .J 
formally maps the square cavity in Figure 3 onto ·the 
crack in ·Figure 4 o Consider the following Swartz-
Christoffe·1 mapJ2d-,ng function 
. ;.~· 
·-··· 
" .......... ;_ 
. . . 
. .,. 
·. 1/2 ~ ·-wt: ( r; ) = 2]_ = ___ K ... >-----











, '}' . 
., 
' . 
·# • ., 

















































. .. ( 
·~ J: .... \ 
l 
\, · which maps. the square ~ .. cavity 1n _Figure 
l• 
·3 ont;Jo· the. crack · 
,It -
. - • I 
in. Figure 4. By choos-1-ng k=l, ·2!!. -+1 as I r;+m. We choose 
~ dt ,.. 
· b, such that ~ .. 
-.,, . 
n (D) •. n ( C) 









, . ..;.~1 
·' 
<> 
.. : . 
.,, 









. r;·l /.2 
'f b d r; .; a· ,.·. ::··· ., ·,· 
-(b2-r;,2 )l/4 0 .... 
. :. -~ 
~ !,i. 
·, 
~- .-,i .. 
If we let r; = b sin e, d~ = q· ·¢QiS a ae,. equa.tion._.(7:·6.)·· 
. . 
be.comes . , 
' 
a == f 1r/2 lb sin e b cos e de 
. 0 ji... 
, u cos e · 
·~. 
• • 












.. ; .. 
·: ' .. · 



































































a = ...2. f 1r/2 /sin 28 de l'b O • tJ 
' ., 
a = ~ f,r /sin a .. de = ...2.. f 1r/2 /sin e- de ··,· ;·-;, 
.. . =--·· 
... 
. ". I"! o l'l ~ .o 

























is holomorphic ex~ept for. 
-b < t < b; however, the value of·~'(t) is well defined 
:·.; .. 




The contact stresses are given by {7:'3.:) o For It I > b: 
where t is the real · axi.s on L 
ICA>'Ct)I = 
Hence, from ( 73) 
-· ' J •• -
.Ji 



























.. ?- . ' 
' 






t· >~ b 
• 
~.;.. \. 
r = w(t) 
... 
-~: 
' . . . 
' 
,, .... .1 
(79) q 




or ... . .~:-
Tlso = (~)1/4£-1/4 
q 2 (::·8.o:). 
so that as £+0 the order of stress singularity at the· 
point t=b in the t-plane is 1/4. 
" 
Fr·om ( 7 q) we have 
w' (t) (l/.2. -
- (t,2-b2)1/4 
thus fo~ t = (b+E). 
..• ·,ti-.-' , ··, 
= (2-) 1/4 £-1/1' 
2 
- - 23 -
.... 
\ .•• I~ 
. . ' . . - ., . 
... 
. . ..... 
. :~ 
:-~ 



























) • t • II • ~ ' 
. ,.,,. ·!.' ........ ",''"'·· 





;, ..• , ' ~ ..... .;~ 
or 
. ' a 
now. as t+O - r+ -~. therefore the constant 







. there fore, 
~-
,, . ' 
(81) 
) 
substituting (81) into (80) gives for the stress con-




Tis.a ( r) 
q 
b - 3 
/'2'; 
2b 1/3. -1./3 
= <r> 6 
( O o 9 9 7-0 6:) a, so that 
stress singula~ity at the point ·r 
is 1/10 
.., 
\ : .. 
as 6-+-0 
- !_ in 
l'l 
a 







. . . 
Consider the case ·or the bi-material wedge symmetric 
r ' 
. ' ( 
abC>ut the bond line.with mixed bound~ -condi t1ons. · 
. . . ., . 
Equation (67) gives A1 = k where 2k ls the wedge angle. 
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.. The order of stress singularity given by (84) is the 
~: 
'3aine as that given by ( 82) which is to be expected since 



















































• r \ 
5. Ela!tic Polygoft-Bonded to a Rigid Foundation 
)I 
\ ·.) Consider an infinitely long cylindrical elastJc body 
,,, 
- . ' . 
, (Figure ·5) w!j;h its generators paralle·i to the a directiono 
Le~ the specified external lo·ads and displacem~nts be 
parallel to~the a axis and 1ndeperdent of the a coor~-
nateoOn the surface y with outward normal n in the r-s 
plane I the shear stress acting in the a direction on y 
may be written as 
aw 






after [8], for the displacement and stresses we have 
> 
,, . . . 
u· - o, V - 0 w - w(s,r) 
• (87) r ., 
\ 
. 
o, aw aw O· = ·os - a - trs - Tso - ,µ 
-
T - 1J 
-
. 
-r . 0 as' ro ar 
'·\ 
where~ is. th~\ shear moduluso If we substitute (87) into 
l 
I 
the equilibrium equat·ions:, we _obtain· l 
(88) 
.. 
Fnom (87t~/and (88), it is easily verified that··the 
.. p ·~ / 
displ·acement and the st!'esses may be represented in t·erms 
. of. a .~ingle analytic .function f( n) as fqllows ( 
w ·= Re f ( n ) , \ . t = t + 'i . t .:_ ~ · f '. f n ) .(':a_,9 } ra_ so~ \ ·. 
• I 
where n = r+is 
:..:· 
It 
/_, __ . ' 
..... 




• ... ~ 
' '-
I 
















:::·--·· -------·"."-~ .. ··-·,··-
-~·-···: 





















The longitudinal shear problem may be formulated 
as follows: 
V2w(r,s) = 1 0' 
• .. 
,, ' ,. 
\ 
·, 




~: ··. .. 
• 
aw + . ' -, 
:\ µ 
-
- t - q(r,s) 





whe,re t + is the region .in the upper half of~ the n ·plane 
/ 
'* bounqed by the surfa_ce y; r is the bond between the pol-
;,. 
. .. ---- -- - ·- . 
ygon and the rigid foundation; h(r) is the dislocation 
along the bond; and q,..(r ,s) represents the resultant l~n-
\ ..... 
gi tudinal shear force on-· Y·,-·· 
, 
Assume that an analytic ,function n = w( ~) is found. 
' + . , 
which conformally maps the t plane (Figure 5) into the 
,.,.: 
s+ plane (Figure 6) ·1n su~h a ·way that r+, r, Y are 
~/ 
mapped onto s+, L, L' , and norm.al,s on Y are mapped ontO 
normals on _L' with w( t) + z; as .t + co. Th·e displace-
m~nt, which is a harmonic functio~ in then-plane, will 
remain harmonic in the t-p lane o . 
. ~ 
- . ,, 
1" 
. Using·the .. definition of directional derivative 
- -,. ' 




' . . ··-:. 
·-·"""' 
- 27 .. -
f 
,, 
d', t,.'' . 
.. 



























































.; ·1· - ; . . .. 
v2 w(x,y) -· o· ,· 
--
[t (t) d ]+ g-(t) 
-yz_ dn 
h(t) < 
. .... . . 













' & Differentiating the last equation with re.spect ~ t: and 
recalling that~= 
\ 
w'(t), (91) becomes 
. 
' ,., .. 
v2w ( x ,Y) = O in S 
•-:-: ",·,-_,. -
.... ~ 
,· .••• . 
+ 
'( t ) g(t) I w, ~t > I t = yz 
~-
:. · on. 1·t (9.2) 






For the sub~titute shear pr,oblem in-the ·t plane equa~ 
"'.~ 
tions (87) and (89) can be written as 
I 
taw .aw 
' T - t - µ - 1J - -xz J yz ax- ay 
~'-~ 
' 







. ' '·. . ~ 
f' ( t) 
"'I 












From (94) we may write 
, 
" 
.. ~-. ,. 
,,: ' , 





- . .. : : -~ ·- . -- ' '.~ . . . ' 
--- .. ., 
' :. .,~ 
• .• ,. ~.-.,._.,, .... l~i~ ....... ,. ~-~---~-~---· 
of • • • 
....... ; ........... .-:: .. :"·.,.. •. - ........... ~ ... --.-~ ........... - "' --..J.. .... ,. .•. ,,._ ..,..;.,_ 












'·, I . •,•·• 
•; 












w = ! [f ( r,;) +· f ( r;)] 
t = -2
1 





Now we define a new function a ( l;) by expanding the 
defin1t1Jn of F into the lower-half plane s- (Figure 6} 
-
as follows · , 
. 
~·J F(t) 
J. o(c;) = -
F ( r;) 





·+ F~ ( t ) = F ( t·) = n ~ (t.). 
~F+ ( t) '!'·. 




and using ( g.6 ). and (97), the last· two eq\1ations in (92) 
~ 
become • 
·On ... L· 
(9B) 
· + c ) - < > __ 2 g c t ) t w , (~t > l 




Thus the problem reduces to solving .t~e HiibertJroblem 
given by· (98) to obtain the function o(c;) which is 




bond L has finite end points (-b;a), the- solution of {9-8)· 
. . ... 
. ~ ( 
"t 
. ' ... 
- 29·-
.#" 





~ ... -.~·' '.-: ... ''' .', :_,: i=' '.(/. ! .. ·.·. 
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may_ be written. _a~ [1·0J .. ... .;. 
.. 
. '2 ( .r; ) ' R( z;) f1 2h' (.t) dt 
; 









, 2q ( t) I w' ( t) I dt 
~, .r lJ 1 ( t- z; ) R ( t ) 
-C 99·) 
V 
'where P(z;) is an arbitrary polyflomial consisteht with 
the behavior of n ( z;) ··at infinity and the sectionally 
holomorphic function R(t) is the solution of the 
homogeneous Hilbert problem obtained from (98) given / 
'R( z;) = . 1 
I,.,.( -r; 1111!1'1!!+ b!llllll) .... (,_.z;---a ... ) ' 
.,;.. ' 
Since L is ~finite p ( z;' = _A 1 t o From the boundary condi-
-~ 






P(z;) = 0 
. , 
. 




tsa(r) -- aw µ - = µ 
os' 
aw dt 







- . ( 10 2) · 
' , 
~-· 
_Now·,. t_yz(t) is given. by ·i •,' .. 
'v . 
•. 
= ~. [ n + C~t) _ -- o.- ( t) I ·· 
2 
. . . 
T"•, 
- 30 .- •.,/. 
·..;· 
--4 .-. ,- ~. r .. • I 
.. 
....----···---.._ 




'• - 'i. :::~ 
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' t . i.,· .. ~':.~.y,;:·:~_fti·~~\/f' /1• 
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. .1 :: " 
Conaider a wedge with vertex angle mn clamped f~om 
I 
.'-,) . 
,- r=O .to r=a under a concentrated l~pgi tudinal shear force · 
• n 
. T (per unit thickness) at the point be 1 m in then-plane 
(Figure 7),~_pd t=O,.on the real axis for r>a. The mappi~g 
-,, I 
\ , function is given' by . 
$ 
.. 
w( ~) is a sectionally holomorphic function 
...,_ .. -
•. 
and its .'derivative is given by 
.... 
~ = w'(z;) = (~) r;m-1 
" 
From ·the boundary· conditions (Figure 8) we have 
A. 
' ' 
h' ( t) = 0 '_/. 
" 
\· 
q:( t) - T 6(t+bl/m) (105) 
''\.. _ - ,:, 
' 
~ 
,, ., . 
R ( r;) 1 -
"r; ( r;-a 1/m ,) J."L.: 
' 






























. . ' !··. . 
~-
• 
... ' .~··· 
... 
. . . 
. ' 





' . ' 
,,. 
.. 
n C r; ) = - _ :1 1 , .J1 ,T8{t·i'b.l./m)lmtm-ll/t(t-a
1 /m)' dt 




Substituting equations (106), ·c104),-1 and (103) into 
. \ 
./ 
equation (102), gives t~e contact stresses on r (Figure 7) 
f . 
as 
2m-l l-2m ,,. 
Tb 2m 2m ~l/m+al/m 
t (r) r (107) -
"'· 




\ ( 10 7) . where t has been replaced by 1 From equ·ation 
I) 
we see that t .. he stress singular! ty at r=O depends on the 
power of r which is equal to A* given by equation (18); 
thus, the order·of stress singularity obtained·in 
equation ( 107) is the same as tha·t obtained us.ing the 
.. 
Williams methodo I For m=l it is easily verified that 
I 
t ( r) reduces to t ( t.) where r=t, so yz ~ · Let us check the 
stress sing~larity at r=a. Let ,c• 




rl/m. = (a--~)1/m = al /_m( l-.2.) 1/m 
, a -.:, 
Th 1 1 l · · (l--o )1/m · e b nom a expansion .or a is 
\ 




·- .(•-'...,-.:..t • 
\ ' ' 
·,-.: ·' .i .i 



































'ti. tc, "/i 














( 1-!./fni ·= 1 
a 
6 . 








. •·. ,. 
-~-




(1-!>1/m = 1 - ..! + 0(6) 2 
· a ma 
ial/m_rl/m = 6 al-1~ m 
m 
. ' ., 
I ' 






Sµb sti tuting the .above equations into ( 107·} we have · 
-r.. ·(r) = S:o···· . 
·, 
1f 
.- 2m-l l-2m 
Tb 2m a 2m 
. .,, 
.. · .· 
. ~ •' 
.... 
From the last equation,we s~ that as 6+0 which is 
equivalent to r+a, t ( r') has- a singu-lari ty on the order s a -




Next consider the wedge clamped along the entire .. 
... ,, 
r axis, 1:eo, let a+m in eq~ation (lOJ) which yields 





T b. 21!1 .. _ .2.m 
- "'"· r 
- 33· -
~ 




-"""II :' . 
,· ~. 
-~ 












































Proble·m 2 ' 
.... 
:"' -
Consider .. ~a semi-infinite rectangle (Figure 9) 
clamped from r=-a to r=+a under a concentrated shear 
= r 
force T (per unit thickness) at the point n0 _ = a+ib in 
· the. n-planeo The ·mapping function is given by 
.n=w(c) 
~ 
w· '- ( :c). :.?..!( ·1 ) 
ir 11-€2 •. ~ 
From the bocindary conditions (~igure lQ). -~ have 
" 
where 
h 9 (t) - 0 
q(t) - To.( t-c) 
R(c) 1 -
/r;2 ... 1 


















Substituting equations (109) and (110) into (99) yields 
... 




1 II-t ~ · '11' l (t-z) 
















- --- . - /, . ,, .'·-· ,-- "' -" -· . . ... ~. . 
·-..,.,,· 
.~ ... f. 
' '·. " 








. --- ( 112) -
' 
' . t 
'1' .. 
d 
· Substituting equations (112), (111), (109) and (103) 
' ,. '• 
into ·c102) gives the contact stresses·~n r -(Figure·.9) 
.. as 
T ( 113) 
nr b ,r 
n(sin 2a -, cosh ra) . '\ 
" 
If we treat equation (112) as: a Green's function ·and 
replace T by a distributed,load q 0 (per unit thickness), 
integrating equation (112) with respect to c between 
... 
. _ ·the limits a and a (Figure 12) yields 
where 
C 1T 
·B· ·~cosh 2a 
cosh b 1r 2a 
( 
Figure ( 11). ( 115) 
-
Substituting equations (1'15, (114), (109) and (103) 
.. 
into ( 102) g·i ves t~e~ contact stress on r (Figure II) as 
..:osh . qo 
{·· 







- 35, -· 
b ,r 
> sin 2a -





































. ;..·..,_, ~ Equations (116) and (113) t show that there are no stre·ss 




at r ~ tao In these exp~~ssions we see 
.~ 'that-{ t) is ·raised·to the-zero power which agre~s ~1th r a 
."(- equat10·n (18) form=~ (Figure 1) • 
.. 
•. 




Cortsider a rectangula·:r bl~ck bonded to. a ·rigid - · 
( 
fo~dation along r subjected to a longitudinal shear 
force.(pe~ unit length) T (Figure 13) at the point n=no~ 
















where F(k,~) is an elliptic integral of the first kind 
Ii.· •• 
-,,-




b = f 1 dt 
o /(1-t2)·(a2-t2) 
,. 
· Ja- · dt . C = 
1 












































To adjust the s~Zej orientation, and position.of the 
rectangle let W =An+ B1 'where A and Bare constants. 
r 
From the boundary conditions (Figure 14)'we have 
·h'(t)=O 
·, 












where r; .. and t 0 (Figure 14) are given in ·t·e:.rrns 'O:f n :a-rrd: 
no (Figure 13) by 
r; = -sn [TlaF(j., i>J 
~ to - -sn [noaF ( !. 
' 
i> J - a (119) 
)1 
,. •: 
no - r + ic or no - t·b + is 
where' SQ(x) is th-e Jacobian elliptic functiono 
S~bsti tu ting equations ( 117,) anq. ( 118) into eq·uation ( 99:) 
Yi.elds 
. 





T 1 1 
-
. ' ... 




-~· ·37 -: .. 
~· ',., 
lt2-l dt 




































. - __________ ,. ---,--------- -- ---··-~··- ---·-""~"-- . 'y.'1 
.... :fA'~ l 








.· •,· :· \ 
. 
. . '" The ~si tion or t 0 with ~esp~-crt to · a de:pends on ~ 0 ... __ 
. -~ 
in th; folld~ing way:, if no = r + 1c }hen lt~,I >a; · 1·r · · , 
no= t, b + is-then lt 0 I <a~ Substi\uti~g equations (12'0), 
(119), (117) .and (103) ·into equa~on (102) ·gives the con-
tact stress 1n ~ n-p1ane ~igure 13) aS , 
:t_ -- ( r Y = ( !) sa ,r 1 .. 
2 2 · 1T 
a - sn [raF(a,~)J 
. 2 1 TT . 2 
sn [n 0 aF(a,~)-- a ,,; 
. r:· 
.P·roblem ~ 
Consider an isosce·les rig·ht triangular wedge 
"' 
( Figur~ 15) clamped from O <r<a under a concentrated shear 
force T (per unit thickness) at the point n=n 0 in the 
n-plane10 The mapping functic:m is given by · 
•• 
31ri-
- _ . 4 Jt dt 
- n - e o (t2-1)3/4 tl/2 
~ 1 
CA),., ( r;.) . = -----...--
( r;2-1) 3/ 4 "1/2. 
I 












.,· .. 1,2·2 ') 
.. : ... .'.. . · .. 
·.-
-
t ... :.·" 
•; 
I' .. 

























. . . 
.. 
: . • • ., I •• • . •.. • 





.·,._ } ( 
. : .,. ' ., 
V 
-
• b = fl dt B(l/411/4) 
- 0 ( 1:.t2 )374 tl/2' = 2 . 
- , 
where B. equals the bet·a. function and t · is the · real axis 
I 
i'n Figure 16 o 
..,,- . 
From the boundary conditions (Figure ·16) 
. \ 
we have · 
... 
.\ 
h.' (·t) =· :o 
q(t) = 7'6(t.;.t 0 ) 
~ 
.·.R( z;) = 1 
lr;(z;-l) 
where. t-«) in Figure 16 is given such that 
31Ti • t. 
4 f O dt . 






~c adjust the size, orieritation, and po$~t1~n or the 
< 
isosceles right tria.ngl·e, let w = An +· B, 'Where A :~:hd B., 
are constants~-
, 
Substituting equations ( 123) and ( 122) l·nto: ·equation 
·(9:9 ) yields ,I"' 
g_~( .r; )' 1 1 f1v ·- -- { r; ( ,-1) 11' lJ 
; . ( 12.4) 
0( r;;) = _ ( 1 ) ( T Ito-! ) 




























' ''. . . " ·, -·.:, . " ,, '.I ... , .... ' 
--..-, --..... ' ...... ·----·-~-----·· · .. -- -~-....... ,-.. . ..,,, ___ ,,_, . ·' . .ft.J.:::•. 
. . ' 
- ·, 
. .. I 
' 
• ... ,1 
-·· 
.: . ·• 
' 
;_ .. : .. 
. ' --
-~ 
!ubstituting equa~n. (124) into equation (103) 
gives_ the contact. stress in the c·-plane (Figure 16) as 
( ) - T . Ito-I 
t vz t . = - 3 -/ 4
., . 1r It ( 1-t. ) ( t O - t ) I t ~ -1 i . 
~ Frpm equation (102) we see that 
- • I 
. I. 
~ . ( . 
let. t = 1 + £ w1re £ « o Equation ( 126) becomes 
:From (122) we have 
w' (t) 
thus fort= 1 +~£ 
1 
1.11'(t) = (2£)3/4 
f 
_ 4 ( £ )1/4 




As £ ...,0 ·• w ( £ ) +b ; 
~ .• 
I). 
therefore,·the.const. ::; b •. Define 
6 = r - b 
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II, .. 
( 129) yields 
\ . 
. ( 130) 
. ' 
where to in 
... ' 
terms of no -is given by 
.. 
3,ri 
n -r ~ '4 fto dt 
'lo - e (t2-1)374 tl/2 0 
~ 
From equation ( 130) we see that 0 is raised to the first 
power o If we consider the case of the elastic wedge with \ 
. 
.. 
mixed boundary conditions, we see that from equation (18), 
fo·r m = 1/lt, A* = 1 which agrees with the power of o in 
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